THE ART OF SKINCARE
BY CHANEL AU RITZ PARIS
A CUSTOMIZED, MULTI-SENSORY AND HOLISTIC EXPERIENCE

Much more than just traditional facial care, CHANEL treatments are exceptional occasions to indulge, reconciling body and spirit. Each treatment is a timeless experience, an energetic renaissance.

A holistic approach that awakens all the senses. Just the right amount of pressure applied by expert hands, the pleasure of a scented world of fragrance, the delicate taste of a healthful beverage... Set against a sound-and-light design that follows the natural biorythm to induce deep relaxation.

CHANEL care is generously administered by treatment designers who take the time to understand your needs and desires with a thorough conversation. They customize your care protocol, a concentration of all CHANEL expertise, to perfectly meet with your highest expectations of effectiveness and sensory delight.

True expertise combining CHANEL skincare, exclusive products and LE MASSAGE DE CHANEL.

This new ritual reinterprets the best of Eastern and Western techniques, blending them for the first time with a soft massage involving the fasciae, fine membranes that are very sensitive to physical and emotional stress. By acting on the fasciae, LE MASSAGE DE CHANEL presents an innovation in skincare expertise, proposing an exclusive, unprecedented and profoundly effective art of the touch.

CHANEL AU RITZ PARIS treatments bring the promise of radiantly beautiful, resplendently healthy skin, immediate well-being and enduring improvement.

LE GRAND SOIN
2H - 2H30 - 3H

LE GRAND SOIN incarnates the quintessence of the Art of Skincare according to CHANEL.

This creation, which involves the face and body, begins in a conversation with the treatment designer. The fully customized care is determined according to your wishes, expectations and needs.

Your skin is prepared as you luxuriate in a sound-and-light design. Then time is suspended, giving way to the LE MASSAGE DE CHANEL, which extends into the brush application of a highly concentrated coat of collagen. Next, CHANEL skincare products are applied. Maximum effectiveness and ultimate sensory exhilaration continue to the final touch of your beauty treatment.

LE GRAND SOIN is a timeless experience. A customized, multi-sensory voyage with an immediately and lasting visible result.

The result: your skin is radiant and uniform, soft and plumped, smooth and firm. Resplendent with beauty and fully replenished, you are filled with a new energy. Your spirit and body are reconnected.

SPECIAL TREATMENTS

FOR WOMAN
LE TEMPS SUBLIME - 1H30
Regenerating treatment. The promise of intensified regenerated, detoxified skin with the SUBLIMATION range.

LE TEMPS RESSOURCES - 1H30
A moisturizing cruise. The fulfillment of deeply replenished, protected skin with the HYDRA BEAUTY range.

LE TEMPS TONIFIAN - 1H30
Objective firmness. The assurance of smooth skin and a revitalised face with the LE LIFT range.

LE TEMPS LUMIERE - 1H30
Get set to glow. The awakening of radiant, luminous skin with the LE BLANC range.

FOR MEN
LE TEMPS REVITALISANT - 1H15
The strength of firm, refreshed skin.

LE TEMPS RELAXANT - 1H15
Powerful moisturizing, soothing care.

THE BODY
L’ALLURE DE CHANEL
1H30 - 2H - 2H30
The vision of Allure according to CHANEL. The body feels reborn. The figure is firm. This personalized beauty treatment takes you on a fragrant voyage to the heart of the CHANEL world of fragrances, combing the LE MASSAGE DE CHANEL technique with CHANEL scented massage oils. A moment of pure indulgence for the body and spirit.

MAKEUP

EXCEPTIONAL MAKEUP - 1H + 1H
First appointment with a CHANEL makeup artist to determine your customized makeup look. Second appointment on the big day to apply your makeup.

CUSTOMIZED MAKEUP - 1H
For a day or evening makeup look. Creation of a customized makeup look by a CHANEL makeup artist.

TOUCH OF BEAUTY - 20MN
To revive your beauty.

LE GRAND SOIN
2h00 530€*
2h30 630€*
3h00 720€*

LES SOINS PARTICULIERS
SPECIAL TREATMENTS

POUR LES FEMMES / FOR WOMEN
Le temps sublime 1h30 360€
Le temps ressoure 1h30 310€
Le temps tonifiant 1h30 310€
Le temps lumiere 1h30 310€

POUR LES HOMMES / FOR MEN
Le temps revitalisant 1h15 360€
Le temps relaxant 1h15 260€

LE CORPS / THE BODY
L’ALLURE DE CHANEL
1h30 310€
2h00 390€
2h30 460€

LE MAQUILLAGE / MAKEUP
Maquillage d’exception
Exceptional makeup 1h00 + 1h00 350€
Maquillage sur-mesure
Customized makeup 1h00 190€
Touche beauté
Touch of beauty 20min 70€

*Accès offert à l’espace aquatique du Ritz Club Paris /
Free access to the Ritz Club Paris pool area

Ritz Club Paris
17 Place Vendôme
75001 Paris
+33 (0)1 43 16 30 60